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1. Simple visual inspection
   • A. Do UserAction and Taskonomy start and stop at the same time?
   • B. Are there gaps in UserActions other than NotInBrowser?
   • C. Do Taskonomy events line up with UserActions?
   • D. Are clicks preceded by points?

2. UserAction Reports:Contents
   • A. Check for typos
   • B. Make sure predicates take appropriate values
   • C. Are the number of points and number of clicks approximately equal?
   • D. Other()

3. Taskonomy Reports:Contents
   • A. Check for typos
   • B. Make sure predicates take appropriate values

4. Taskonomy Reports:Timeline
   • A. Look for gaps
   • B. Look for UseInfos without LocateInfos
   • C. Look for events not in the context of UseInfo
   • D. Look for Navigates and FindOnPages not in context of LocateInfo
   • E. Look for events that overlap with NotInBrowser
   • F. Look for cells with odd durations

5. Use Queries
   • A. Are all cells closed?
   • B. Do all cells have reasonable durations?

6. Other
   • A. Scrolling in both UserAction and Taskonomy
   • B. Offsets

Notes: